
Artist Statement 

 

 The 2021 wildfire season led to near-uninhabitable air quality in the Portland Metro area; 

in addition to a raging global pandemic affecting respiratory capability, we were forced to 

hunker down in our homes in an attempt to simply survive. Those of us with existing respiratory 

issues – already worn from the daily exertion forced upon us during the height of the pre-vaccine 

Covid-19 pandemic – were made especially ill and debilitated by this Climate Crisis.  

 When the smoke began entering my home, I became extremely sick; I remember trying to 

sleep and trying to breathe; I remember feeling helpless, ill, and drowning in anxiety, fear, and 

anger. I remember laying in front of my air purifier hoping that that would be enough and having 

no idea how to survive this crisis which has become a yearly occurrence in my life. 

 In collaborating with the soothing elements of rain, wind, and sun, Wildfire Survival Kits 

is a body of work which stems personally from this crisis, being used as guidance for 

understanding how I can provide aid and encourage personal connections with one’s ecological 

community; this work offers strategies for communicating and extending access to an amplified 

process of healing through engagement with post-fire spaces. In translating my own experience 

into a positive collection of supportive objects and information as a guide gifted to others 

without cost, I am offering healing strategies within the throws of fiery Climate Crises to better 

allow communities to cultivate a greater capacity to key into the systematic natural ecologies 

which accelerate healing and kindle regrowth in all beings. 
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 For my thesis, I am creating a wildfire survival kit meant to be used in indoor spaces 

during extreme wildfire and smoke events. I will be creating a container for a curated collection 

of tools including air purifying items such as activated charcoal and beeswax candles, seeds for 

post-fire first-returner species, and a collection of four zines meant to help with mental health 

such as guides to meditation while breathing is a difficulty, how to help the beings around us in 

such crisis, instructions for first returners, instructions for survival gardens, and information on 

how to heal yourself and your space post-wildfire crisis.  

 Presented as an official launch of the project which will be on-going beyond the thesis 

project, I will create an exhibition showcasing my research, congruent artwork, the zines, and 

showcasing the use of the kit in a curated, atmospheric space involving sound, scent, humidity, 

flora, and light. In addition to making a number of these kits, I will be creating instructions, 

patterns, and resources for people to create the kits on their own, accessible online due to the 

global range of intensifying megafires; the online presence will act congruently as a part of the 

exhibition itself, involving interactive elements between the digital and physical spaces.  

 The 2020 wildfire season led to near-uninhabitable air quality in the Portland Metro area; 

in addition to a raging global pandemic affecting respiratory capability and outdoor air quality 

flying well beyond the typical range of measurement, we were forced to hunker down in our 

homes in an attempt to simply survive. Those of us with existing respiratory issues – already 

worn from the daily exertion forced upon us during the Covid-19 pandemic – were made 

especially ill and debilitated by this Climate Crisis.  

 When the smoke began entering my home, I became extremely sick; at the time I was 

already struggling with a difficult flare up from my uncontrolled moderate-severe asthma, and 

this was only exasperated tenfold by the toxic smoke from the Bootleg fire entering and exiting 

my body consistently for over a week. I remember trying to sleep and trying to breathe; I 



remember feeling helpless, ill, and drowning in anxiety, fear, and anger. I remember laying in 

front of my air purifier hoping that that would be enough and having no idea how to survive this 

crisis which has become a yearly occurrence in my life.  

 Artists have been the first responders to the Climate Crisis; I will be continuing that 

dialogue by creating work which has a direct positive impact on the lives on individuals affected 

by it; I will be reflecting the changing artistic conversations regarding awareness, survival, and 

the Climate Crisis. It is important to me that I create work which is physically and emotionally 

impactful, allowing individuals and families greater capacity to survive crisis; therefore, 

allowing and encouraging positive action from communities. Many survival kits already exist 

which focus on physical survival – my emphasis is on emotional mental health.  

 The elements in this kit each require extensive research; for objects that will be purchased 

such as beeswax candles or seeds, I am carefully researching where I am sourcing these objects, 

as well as considering their significance in the kit in order to justify their purchase. As for printed 

materials, I am using recycled paper and soy based ink (rather than petroleum) in PNCA’s RISO 

machine to create the zines; I am also considering working with Outlet PDX to have the zines 

produced.  

 For the container of the kit, I will be using fabric due to its softness and resilience; I am 

interested in the comforting ability of soft organic forms as well as the more abstract idea of 

woven fibers’ similarities to cellulose plant structures. I originally intended to source fabric from 

a local artist/maker, but after great difficulty finding a group or individual who created fabric in a 

sustainable way, I have decided to instead use recycled fabric from various locations around 

Portland, including but not limited to the Goodwill Outlet ‘bins,’ old clothes from myself and 

people around me, and scraps/leftovers from Mill End Store.  

 The fabric’s visuals will be varying based on availability, but I am focusing on calmer 

cool-toned colors and patterns; allowing myself lots of opportunity to explore feelings of 

soothing, comfort, and play. I will be printing on to the fabric using the cyanotype process, 

further connecting the elements of water and light physically into this fabric while also 

referencing my photographic background.  



 Unlike with typical wildfire, megafires cause an extreme loss of resilience in a space and 

community; ecologically, this loss of resilience stems into the human world as our capacity for 

surviving crisis in a way which leaves us able to consider and work towards climate solutions 

deteriorates with each coming and worsening crisis. With these kits, I will be aiding others to 

build and restore emotional and physical resilience during and after a wildfire event; by 

facilitating healing, I am creating pathways for individuals to re-connect with their growing 

environment which had become violent and hostile; to allow people greater capacity to key into 

the systematic natural ecologies which accelerate healing and kindle regrowth in all beings.  
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Abstract 

Unlike typical wildfires, Megafires cause an extreme loss of resilience and ecological 

community; this loss of resilience stems into the human world as our capacity for surviving crisis 

in a way which leaves us able to consider and work towards climate solutions deteriorates with 

each coming and worsening crisis. This work is an analysis, exploration, and reflection of an 

ongoing Wildfire Survival Kit project made in response to the Bootleg Fire and the resulting air 

quality crisis over the entirety of the Portland Metro Area. Leaning on the teachings of 

community based eco-activism artworks and innate understandings unveiled through 

Ecopsychology, this text explores material methods for communicating and extending access to 

an amplified process of healing through engagement with post-fire spaces and offers healing 

strategies within the throws of fiery Climate Crises to better allow communities to cultivate a 

greater capacity to key into the systematic natural ecologies which accelerate healing and kindle 

regrowth in all beings. 
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Introduction 

 The 2021 wildfire season led to near-uninhabitable air quality in the Portland Metro 

area33; in addition to a raging global pandemic affecting respiratory capability, we were forced to 

hunker down in our homes in an attempt to simply survive. Those of us with existing respiratory 

issues – already worn from the daily exertion forced upon us during the height of the pre-vaccine 

Covid-19 pandemic – were made especially ill and debilitated by this Climate Crisis.  

 When the smoke began entering my home, I became extremely sick; at the time I was 

already struggling with a difficult flare up from my uncontrolled moderate-severe asthma, and 

this was only exasperated tenfold by the toxic smoke from the Bootleg Fire entering and exiting 

my body consistently for over a week. I remember trying to sleep and trying to breathe; I 

remember feeling helpless, ill, and drowning in anxiety, fear, and anger. I remember laying in 

front of my air purifier hoping that that would be enough and having no idea how to survive this 

crisis which has become a yearly occurrence in my life.  
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Project Details 

 I have designed and crafted Wildfire Survival Kits which aid individuals and families 

faced with evacuation, fire, and smoke. With a focus on mental health and a facilitation of 

healing alongside one’s environment, they are unlike typical survival kits; they exist as blue 

cyanotyped drawstring bags containing a distinctive collection of supportive physical objects: a 

beeswax candle, a pouch with activated charcoal, wildflower seeds, thieves’ oil, and a collection 

of four zines. 

 The zines are packaged together with a scrap cyanotype fabric ribbon and are organized 

in the following order: list of contents, meditation, aiding others, and recovery. The meditation 

zine serves as a guide for an individual in immediate crisis; in particular, I have developed a 

technique built upon other physical mindfulness practices for meditation during respiratory 

distress44 caused by smoke, fire, and panic. It invites use of the beeswax candle, thieves’ oil, and 

activated charcoal, and it focuses on physical sensation, the senses, and grounding oneself in a 

space. I have had my own meditation practice for many years, and as someone who often 

struggles to breathe, this has been an invigorating and useful technique to have built.  

 The community aid zine serves as a next step in healing; it makes it clear that reaching 

the point of being able to assist others is not always possible, and provides a guide for various 

actions ranging from minimal effort to a more robust effort. Focusing on immediate households, 

neighbors, and other-than-human neighbors, this zine continues the cycle of healing in a more 
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external state; personally, I have found great healing in the aiding of others when I can in crisis, 

so that is my intentionality and reasoning for including it in these kits.  

 The final zine is one of recovery; it is for a post or end crisis stage of regrowth. It makes 

use of the provided Wildflower seeds and includes guided activities for engaging with the 

regrowth process of a post-fire space, such as a checklist for noticing and greeting returning 

species – organized by varying degrees of time it takes for each to return. 

 

The Work in Context 

 Artists have been the first responders to the Climate Crisis3; across the past few decades, 

an opportunistic space has manifested which has allowed artists to grow from an informative 

practice based around raising awareness into one which allows for art as action, survival, 

community, and medicine. In tandem with the rapidly occurring consequences of the Climate 

Crisis, artists’ works surrounding the subject has been organically forced to shift methods and 

intentionality due to the shift of climate information into the realm of common knowledge; in 

order to make use of the powerful communicative ability of art, many artists whose emphasis’ 

falls upon the Climate Crisis have turned their work towards action, utilitarianism, and 

community. 

 When discussing eco-art, I often find myself pointing back to an influential piece of 

ecological theory: William Cronon’s The Trouble with Wilderness, which explains in depth how 

the human designation of landscapes, wilderness, and nature as sublime or picturesque spaces 

that can only exist in their romanticism-inspired awe and purity without traces of humans is an 

immense barrier for ecologists and environmentalists; this cultural separation of what is 
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attributed to the ‘human world’ and to ‘nature’s world’ “thereby denies us a middle ground in 

which responsible use and non-use might attain some kind of balanced, sustainable 

relationship.”4 

 I began my formal artistic career by stepping away from a personal desire to live and 

work as a scientist and instead entering the realm of artistic engagement, due to my core belief 

that art has an intensely effective and unique ability to deliver scientific information in a 

personable, meaningful, and memorable way; this concept is exhibited in a particularly 

wonderful way in the New York artist Eve S. Mosher’s work. Mosher’s project Highwaterline 

directly engages city-dwelling community members in an activity of visualizing scientific data 

regarding sea level rise within people’s hometowns and cities15, effectively connecting active 

participants, bystanders, and viewers of the remnant paths to a preventable catastrophe that is 

impossible for humans to visualize without a robust and interactive activity as provided in 

Highwaterline. The viewer’s emotional response to this work is cemented in a memory which 

involves experience rather than data, and becomes incredibly domestic and personal in 

comparison to the recent data on sea level rise, which is portrayed using interactive aerial maps. 

 As practiced by environmental organizations and eco-artists, the memorable and tactile 

experiences which can be provided through art – especially in exercises that would otherwise 

require impossible visualization skills – are invaluable when it comes to eco-activism. Among 

the leading pioneers of the early eco-art movement in the 1960’s, the collaborative team of 

Newton and Helen Mayer Harrison (also known as simply, “the Harrisons”) have worked for 

almost forty years with ecologists, architects, urban planners, and other artists to initiate 

collaborative dialogues to uncover ideas and solutions which support biodiversity and 

community development42. They are diplomats, historians, ecologists, investigators, and 
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activists; their work specifically involves proposing solutions and invigorating public discussion 

around site-specific restoration projects and artworks. 

 The Harrison’s works often manifest in political spaces, having worked both with small 

school boards and the European Union alike; they are excellent communicators of larger 

complex scientific subjects – having worked substantially with the theories of entropy in 

particular – and they make excellent use of the accessible learning and sharing nature of their 

chosen political spaces42. Their piece Full Farm (1974,) commissioned by the Houston Museum 

of Contemporary Art, proposes and physically models a teaching system for an interactive 

display of fully functioning portable farm plots, with plans for community feasting, compost 

recycling, and an incomplete fish farm to supply protein for the more nutritious crops of beans 

and starches. The exhibition quickly deteriorated after a potato blight and community neglect; 

the Harrison’s final notes on the project reads: “The exhibition was not loved.”42 

 Following a larger-scale project based on restoration and an examination of 

environmental relationships to global political powers, Endangered Meadows of Europe (1994) 

entails the Harrison’s desire to give ‘a voice’ to a resilient European habitat; the Harrisons 

transplanted a four-hundred year old meadow whose destruction was planned by a private urban 

development company39. The meadow was replanted on the roof of the Bundeskunsthalle and 

was shown for two years before being replanted adjacent to the Rhine River; unlike Full Farm, 

this habitat was able to foster resilience and maintain its collaborative existence with the 

stewardship of humans – the contemporary seeds generated in this meadow have been used as a 

part of a rewilding effort in the meadows around the Rhine River throughout Europe.  

 With the newer territory of eco-art comes a deliberate move towards interdisciplinary 

collaboration on an academic plane. The importance and impact of eco-art is incredibly pressing, 
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and the challenge of expanding a fine-art practice into audiences of scientists, children, office-

workers, etc., is uniquely difficult due to the tendency of the Art World to maintain an aura of 

significance and powerfulness surrounding works within its realm; the interdisciplinary nature of 

many of these makers is a core facet to the successful communication of their work. By 

intentionally expanding the discipline of fine-art to the worlds of science, anthropology, 

activism, environmental politics, etc., the audience of these works is subsequentially expanding 

in rhythm with the surface-level expansion; this was a concept that the Harrison were particularly 

aware of and utilized extensively throughout their decades-long practices. Their language, 

manifesto, and artistic strategies are some of the primary founding principals in ecology-oriented 

artwork, and their legacy is continued by many contemporary eco-artists, and their teachings are 

whispered throughout this Wildfire Survival Kit Project, especially in the methods of creating 

their form and contents.  

 My most significant creative influence whose work and writings guided me throughout 

this project and will continue into the future is Mary Mattingly, an interdisciplinary artist based 

out of New York; her work often focuses on themes of climate change, analyzing systems, 

globalism, relationships between humans and land, and creation and preservation of the 

commons23. Working often in a way which prioritizes education and social practice, her project 

Ecotopian Library (2020) is a long-term traveling online library and exhibition which gathers 

stories, digital file, objects, experiences, and books in a physical space and with a digital 

presence in order to create a collection of accessible knowledge for creating pathways to a 

regenerative future with the Climate Crisis40. The collected items stem from a vast array of 

disciplines, including art, scholarship, science, neighborhoods, Indigenous knowledge, and 
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libraries, and the collection accumulates through online submissions and suggestions as well as 

gathering more tools as the exhibition travels.  

 Due to its physicality of combining libraries and art galleries as well as its emphasis on 

ecotopian thought and creation, the intensely interdisciplinary space of the library is vital to the 

reach and emotional impact of this work. Libraries are an important vehicle for work which deals 

with access to the commons – with libraries being one of the last approved space of commons in 

the United States – and the combination of it with the very institutionalized and barrier-filled 

realm of art exhibitions, especially in museums, where Ecotopian Library has been exhibited.   

 Mattingly’s act of accumulating ‘ecotopian’ resources is a form of operating which cares 

for the mental fatigue of climate-based art; in the environmental realm, it is often difficult to find 

realistic optimism, and utopian thought and action of any kind is a radical thought – and in 

sharing these utopian resources with others, that is a radical act. With Mattingly’s action of 

gathering and encouraging collection growth of these resources, she is creating an invaluable and 

accessible archive full of achievable pathways forward to relearning how to steward wild and 

human-made spaces, rather than continuing the status quo of abuse. 

 Once again approaching her practice through the lens of community, Mattingly’s Swale 

(2016 – ongoing) began as a direct solution; in New York City, it is illegal to grow or harvest 

food or herbs in public land, a practice which has been illegal for almost a century35. With 

extreme limited access to places with fresh produce ever increasing in New York City, Mattingly 

and her team created and launched Swale, a reclaimed barge repurposed to host a floating edible 

landscape meant for foraging, hosting evens, and utilizing the commons of the waterways of 

New York City – by existing as a public space on the water rather than on land, the barge is not 

bound to the foraging laws and food can be grown and harvested freely. The plants are managed 
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by the community, and there are no limits on harvesting; the stewardship of the barge is 

modelled after social scientist Elinor Ostrom’s works and understandings about the commons, 

and the plants are native to the New York Landscape, drawing from contemporary flora as well 

as ones found in the fossil record of New York City. 

 The beauty in Swale’s eco-art manifestation lies in its simply ability to directly 

dismantles industrialized food systems, rather than simply just modelling it. However, it does 

still simultaneously exist as a model; perhaps calling it a pilot solution would be more 

appropriate. Mattingly is considering aspects of globalism, food deserts, class, race, 

environmentalism, industrialization, into this work and it is extremely well refined. For projects 

like this which bolster the commons, it’s success at maintaining a longstanding, movable 

presence which is currently being established into a permanent space in New York City subverts 

many of the political and economic barriers preventing communities from stewarding and being 

close to their own food systems in the environment which sustains them.  

 Conversing with artistic strategies for physical and mental survival during an onslaught 

of related disasters is a necessary state of being for any artist; by understanding what strategies 

contemporary artists have been using to help themselves and their communities survive, one can 

draw from those strategies to directly translate them into their own life. A core of these work 

stems from the belief that a severe breakdown in the systems which tie us to our contemporary 

ways of living is necessary for the re-learning of ecological stewardship and the core idea that 

humans are part of ‘nature’ – not above it – and that wild spaces are not valued by their 

extractable contents, but by their resilience and habitat for their living and almost-living 

creatures. 
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Methods & Process 

 In deciding how the kit contents will be contained, I considered ease of transport and 

soothing visual qualities as vital aspects of their effectiveness; when reflecting on how one could 

soothe another in a period of dry, smokey, fiery climate and evacuation, I leaned upon the 

photographic medium of cyanotypes (also known as ‘sun prints.’)  Because of its processual 

relationship to the elements of Air and Water, I am deeply drawn to the act of creating an object 

using Oregon’s Rain to dictate the mark-making of the container; the process further references 

my own photographic background and produces a variety of blue tones which psychologically 

and culturally activates feelings of home and safety, while also making use of the reference to 

water as a lozenge for fiery scenarios. 

 Cyanotype is an old photographic process with roots in science and ecological 

documentation in which you create a liquid emulsion that slowly reacts to UV light; it can be 

used on any porous absorptive material – in choosing fabric as the material, I created sewn bags 

with a fabric handle in order to bolster the ease of the kits as a part of an emergency preparation 

system. The bag is soft, malleable, and easy to fit within backpacks or luggage in the event of 

planned evacuation; the handle serves as an assist of ease in an unplanned or sudden evacuation 

– they are similar to a typical to-go-bag in shape and functionality, with the main difference 

manifesting as their drawstring closure and their fire-proof quality, created by applying a coat of 

fire retardant on the outside of each bag.  

 I had initial intentions to create a stenciled design to mark-make on the fabric, but 

through experimenting with Wind, folds, draping, and Rain, I have found that it is more effective 

to work with the material and conditions to mark-make instead. By exposing the fabric in 
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collaboration with Rain and Rind (and the previous lives of the fabric seen in creases, tears, and 

stains that could not be laundered away,) I am able to imbue these cyclical memories of Rain, 

Sun, and usage into the objects themselves. In holding, unwrapping, and keeping space for these 

kits, a viewer will be unconsciously creating space to remember the Rain; I designed the kits to 

serve as an extension of its nourishing ability outside of the waning watery seasons.   

 There is a large variance between the visual qualities of each bag; in working daily in 

Oregon’s spring, the weather almost entirely dictates the hue, saturation, tone, and contrast. The 

bags made on sunnier days are a rich, deep blue which is broken up by unexposed white streaks 

created by the Wind and the folds in the fabric; they remind me of water reflecting light on a 

sunny but windy day, or of non-spiral tie-dye patterns. Lain flat on a wooden porch, they are 

mostly protected from the Wind, but on particularly breezy days the fabric has been assisted by 

rocks and are rippled and stirred from wind underneath. Some pieces have been moved 

dramatically by the wind by surprise, which results in geometric creases and soft spidery folds 

left in the un-and-under-exposed fabric.  

 On rainy days, the saturation is much lighter; Water falls from a tall cherry tree above my 

porch into the threads of the fabric, diluting the now damp cyanotype coating and reducing areas 

of exposure wherever the moisture meanders. In these conditions, I suspend the fabric 

perpendicular to the ground to allow the fabric to drain and not become waterlogged and become 

entirely white – this greatly increases exposure time, and many of these pieces have been re-

coated and exposed over multiple rainy days. The fabric is then cut and sewn into small 

drawstring bags – the material for the drawstring ranges from scrap cyanotyped fabric to torn off 

edges of fitted bedsheets collected while preparing the fabric for exposure. 
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 In the exhibition, I also created and featured a process which I call ‘lye prints.’ 

Borrowing from the print manipulation strategies of Matthew Brandt and Blue Mitchell, I 

selected three photographs from my collection of wildfire related documentation work, had them 

printed through the color darkroom process known as chromogenic printing (c-prints,) and 

soaked them face down in lye for a few days. Lye is one of the most alkaline chemical 

substances available, with a pH of 13 (on a 0-14 scale) and is made from a chemical reaction that 

occurs when boiling Water comes into contact with wood ash. 

 After the largest flames of the Bootleg Fire were contained and the smoke had subsided 

enough, I drove into the burn zone around Estacada, Oregon, to collect ash from the active Fire. 

While driving on ashy pavement through a black and simmering forest, I came across a clearing 

which housed robust piles of ash. I hypothesized that it had been dumped there as a part of a road 

clearing effort to allow firefighters easier access into the Clackamas forests, and it was a surreal 

bounty of smoldering material. With us, we had brought a gallon water-bottle as an attempt to 

help any flames we might come across, and in this field, we doused smoking craters and wept for 

the burnt Elk vertebrae which we buried near a patch of already green newborn Horsetail 

(Equisetum arvense,) an ancient Proto-Fern which dominated Forests five-hundred-million years 

ago. I hope that the two Companions aid each other in this equally ancient process of regrowth.  

 Prior to initiating this post-print manipulation process, I was aware of the affect of 

alkaline substances on c-prints from experiments I had done with bleach and Water from Bull 

Run. In Matthew Brandt’s Lakes and Reservoirs project, he soaked c-prints in lake water to 

achieve their vibrant melting appearance; while the details of his processes are kept secret from 

us, I assumed that the alkalinity that occurs in damaged Watersheds was the leading cause of the 

physical disruption of pigment. I confirmed this with my experiments with bleach, and when the 
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alkaline nature of lye made from wood ash was unveiled to me, I was instantly certain that 

disrupting photographs of historical and contemporary wildfire sites using ash from Wildfires 

themselves was the direction that my practice needed to head in.  

 I have made a prior body of work using the ashes from the Bootleg fire; I was left with 

one white trash-bag full of ash, charcoal, and dirt prior to creating the prints in this exhibition. I 

am incredibly thankful to my past self for saving the leftover supplies, as the physical connection 

of this work to the Bootleg fire which inspired it is a key emotional facet of the work’s impact 

and indirect communication of these extremely personal experiences.  

 

Exhibition 

 The first manifestation of this work into a cohesive whole came in the form of an 

installation in the 511 Gallery at Willamette University’s Pacific Northwest College of Art. 

Guiding the viewer through a space was a primary goal of the installation; it features individual 

movement in a spiral path, mimicking the motif seen in the zines which references fiddleheads 

(the regrowth of ferns) and are some of the first returning species after wildfire. Physically in the 

exhibition room were Sword and Bracken Ferns borrowed from the Tillamook Forest, as well as 

some accompanying Fiddleheads, as luckily it was early spring where they are most established; 

it was important for the smell of the plants to be present, and their physical presence is a direct 

visual reminder that this exhibition is a reference to the recovery process. 

 Viewers were guided through a cyclical process of wildfire – upon entering the space, 

they enter through a small threshold and are confronted with a deteriorated fiery print. Then, they 

turn to see another lye print surrounding them in a rectangular room which was made more 
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circular with the use of two movable walls placed diagonally on the two back corners of the 

exhibition room. On the next step in this path, the kits begin to be used and intercept the crisis; 

you are invited to breathe and be aware of your body, and to try the provided meditation 

technique while sitting down with the kits themselves. At the center of my fiddlehead spiral, 

there were three tables draped with cyanotyped bedsheets which showcased and supported the 

survival kits and their contents. The viewer is invited to sit in the middle of this crisis, unveil the 

kits, and to access their contents and material amongst the ecosystem surrounding them.  On the 

back of the dividing wall, I share prints from the zines about aiding others during wildfire or 

evacuation; they are placed within the center of the fiddlehead spiral, but close to the outer edge 

as they are only suggestions rather than instructions. It was important for me to acknowledge that 

those actions are not always accessible to people – they are just always there.  

 As you begin to exit the installation, you encounter the first returners before and after the 

exit threshold, which was a very important decision for me, as regrowth begins well before a fire 

is over and continues well past its conclusion. At the exit of the exhibition, there was a long 

wooden table with twenty kits placed on it as a takeaway for visitors – this was the beginning of 

distribution for the kits, and it serves as an extension of the exhibition outside of the limited 

showing. Viewers were able to continue engaging in the cyclical process that I modeled and 

showcased on their journey home.  
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Supportive Objects 

 In sourcing the contents for the kits, it was important to follow the guidelines and moral 

models that would reinforce this project’s presence in a community-based eco-activism sphere; 

in conducting research to best lead me to local and sustainable small businesses that provide the 

necessary objects – the majority which was done peer-to-peer at the Portland State University 

Farmer’s Market – a marvelous web of connections and meanings began to be spun throughout 

this project, allowing its emotional concepts to hold water securely.  

 The conception begins with the Bootleg fire, which is physically imbued in the lye prints 

and holds a prominent presence in the whole work as an interactive installation; the bags contain 

years of memories from my own childhood and household, and physically contain the Rain, Sun, 

and Air of the Oregon’s spring. The contents within the bags relate us to Portland Beeswax 

Candle company, a small shop that sells its candles on Esty, which sources its beeswax from 

local bee farmers using the special Portland breed of honeybees, who pollenate the wildflowers 

of the High Country Gardens, who grew and provided the seeds in these kits. The thieves oil 

connects us to The Herb Shoppe apothecary on Mississippi in Portland, OR., who’s herbs are 

also pollenated by Portland bees. The prints reach us all the way down to LA and their shared 

west coast ecosystem and watersheds, and the exhibition features ferns from Tillamook which 

will have been replanted in my local housing community who is focused on landscaping with 

native gardens. 

 Upon opening the bags, the viewer is met with the following: a bundle of four zines, a 

small bag of wildflower seeds, a sealed pouch with activated charcoal, a beeswax tealight candle, 

and a small glass jar of thieves’ oil. In researching what objects could be used to support mental 
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and respiratory health, narrowing down the items relied on the following criteria: accessibility in 

local production, affordability, and effectiveness.  

 The first item I became certain about its necessity to these kits was the beeswax candle – 

beeswax candles burn differently than the more commercially common soy or paraffin-based 

ones, with a sensational added benefit of air purification, especially in the case of asthma and 

allergies. Similar in functionality to some electric air purifiers, when beeswax melts and burns it 

releases negative ions into the local air which attract and bind to highly charged pollutants such 

as microparticles of pollen, ash, carbon, dust, and mold; when the negative ions bind with these 

positively charged particles, the particles become weighted down and drop to surfaces rather than 

remaining in the air, allowing them to be cleaned and preventing them from entering our lungs38. 

It is also a beneficial alternative to common fragranced candles, as the subtle fragrance of the 

beeswax candle isn’t irritating to those who are sensitive to artificial fragrance or strong smells; 

beeswax candles are an exceptional, accessible, and natural alternative to commercial candles – 

most of this was written alongside the company and aid of a beeswax candle, and I invite my 

readers to enjoy the company of one whilst engaging with this text.  

 While researching other potential items to include in these kits, I was made aware of the 

benefits of activated charcoal in localized air purification strategies28 – this was instantly 

intriguing to me, as charcoal already held a tangential and physical meaning in this work given 

its relationship to wildfire and the lye prints’ exposure to wildfire ash and charcoal from the 

Bootleg Fire. Activated charcoal differs from untreated charcoal, as it is chemically treated with 

oxygen creating an extremely porous version of charcoal which possesses air purifying 

properties through its ability to trap and filter particles – in particular, activated charcoal is a 

robust counteragent to odors and excessive moisture; many of us are now familiar with its 
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filtering benefits through the use of activated charcoal filters placed in masks during the pre-

vaccine era of the Covid-19 pandemic.  

 I was predominantly interested in the benefits of actively placing a small supportive 

object in one’s personal space – during a wildfire crisis, it’s presence serves as a reminder that 

you are mindfully taking time to support the health of you and your household members; in 

sewing closed cyanotyped pouches for the activated charcoal included in these kits, they are 

soothing extensions of the memories of Rain and Sun, and within them their contents are 

working to help clear the smoke and air, and an individual is reminded of their breath and active 

engagement in a personal healing process when the charcoal pouch is in view.  

 When considering how to additionally support someone in building an in-crisis 

meditation practice, I contemplated multiple sensorial avenues (such as mindful eating and audio 

room-scanning techniques) for encouraging meditation that would not be centered around the 

breath – as smokey wildfire conditions often make accessing the rhythmic comfort of breathing 

techniques difficult or entirely unreachable. My understanding of the respiratory support of 

thieves’ oil was something I stumbled upon accidentally while searching for personal supports 

for my asthma as it worsened through my school semesters. Thieves’ oil is a blend of several 

essential oils; the formula included in these kits includes rosemary, clove, cinnamon, eucalyptus, 

and lemon essential oils, and is especially formulated for respiratory health support.  

 There are very little peer-reviewed reliable sources explaining the use, benefits, and 

drawbacks of thieves’ oil on an individual’s health, and I was initially very hesitant to include an 

essential oil blend in this kit; the stigma around the claims of immune system support and 

healing capabilities of essential oils is significant, and I did not want their inclusion to alienate 

anyone who might otherwise benefit from their use in mindfulness practice and meditation. In 
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their mentioning within the zines, the primary use I advocate for is as a sensorial focus point for 

meditation that does not center entirely around the act of breathing. The viewer is invited to open 

the jar and smell its contents for use during meditation – with the inclusion of clove and 

eucalyptus, the mixture is beneficial to clearing one’s sinuses and helps to reduce sinus 

inflammation due to the dryness of smokey air, and the pleasant non-overwhelming fragrance 

serves as a focus point to ground oneself in an objective observable sensory experience during 

meditation. 

 I grappled most with the final element in the kits – certainly, I wanted to provide a way in 

which I could directly encourage viewers to engage with their recovering post-fire space in a 

mutually beneficial way. For a long while, I considered multiple avenues for including actual 

plants in the kits – I considered including starts of rosemary and dandelions to create ‘survival 

gardens’ (a term for small often indoor gardens cultivating medicinal plants) and including air 

plants for durability during transport and distribution of the kits. It was impossible to create a 

safe way to house seedlings in these bags, some of which are kept in storage awaiting the next 

Pacific Northwest Megafire, and the cultivation and production pipelines of air plants was an 

astonishingly depressing area of research in which the exploitation of Earth and workers in the 

global south ran rampant.  

 When discussing this dilemma with my peers, I was introduced to a surprisingly helpful 

reference. In adding to the contemporary line of academic papers which reference TikTok 

influencers, I was informed about a duo based out of San Francisco named ‘Shalaco and 

Pheonix’ who keep parmesan-cheese-shakers filled with native wildflowers and grasses on their 

persons while riding Onewheels41. The pair shake the easily germinating seeds onto neglected 

public green spaces to help restore the native grass and flower ecosystem of the city which has 
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been invaded by concrete and homogenous European grasses, film their actions, and encourage 

others to contribute to this active restoration effort which aids pollinators and the watershed 

alike.  

 Providing the users of these kits with Pacific Northwest Wildflower seeds, who’s 

planting is encouraged within the First Returner’s zine, allows them to intentionally engage in 

supporting the healing of one’s space as an easy access point to healing oneself and one’s 

environment simultaneously; through this simple accessible action, an individual is able to enter 

a cycle of ecological co-healing which amplifies one’s congruent recovery together with their 

habitat. Notably, this is not an isolated action; it is encouraged throughout multiple stages of the 

observable recovery process of one’s surroundings, and is a continual part of engaging in the act 

of recognizing post-fire recovery.  

  

Results & Reflection 

 An invigorating personal surprise that occurred during the fabrication of this project was 

the encouragement of healing strategies within my own self; my physical health has been 

deteriorating due to the severity of my asthma, which was especially difficult in a way that 

frankly blind sighted me during my final three semesters of university. I was not in the least bit 

prepared for existing in and moving through college with such an intense physical hinderance 

and chronic pain, and it compounded on top of my own lifelong struggle with mental health; ever 

since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, my time spent outdoors has been significantly 

reduced due to fear and anxiety over my physical condition. This loss of outdoor activity in 

particular lead to a cascading of adverse effects, resulting in the severe worsening of my ADHD, 
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deterioration of physical health, and the deterioration of emotional health – I especially fought 

with depressive episodes, loss of the ability to focus on any task, and for the second time in my 

life, the complete annihilation of a consistent routine that I followed in order to take care of my 

body and mind.  

 In actively building and designing tools meant to aid others during crisis, the act of 

working on the project metamorphosed into an intimate healing experience. Working outside to 

expose large sheets in the Sun, Rain, and Wind, became a regular gift of activity and presence; 

while I am acutely aware that simply being outside more often is a certain way to physically 

improve my health, I have been entirely unable to follow through on a routine which encourages 

outdoor activity – this creative, collaborative process of making with the weather was 

astonishingly successful in guiding me outside more often, and the effects of such was felt 

immediately. In laypeople terms, I have been happier.  

 In sharing the process of meditation focused on the body rather than breath, I reconnected 

with my own meditation practice which was degraded and lost throughout the unstructured 

newness of living in crisis and a pandemic – this is also an act of certain healing which I was 

internally resistant to, for no identifiable reason for this mental resistance having been made 

clear to me. But, in the creation of the bags and in the assembling of the zines, I was invited back 

into a meditation practice unintentionally; the gift of these necessary meditative actions avoided 

the resistive voice and allowed me to meditate without having to thoughtfully sit down and 

follow a meditation audio track.  

 The sewing of the bags was meditation; folding, pinning, and sewing three straight lines 

on rectangular fabric consistently in a repetitive and focused state allowed me to focus on my 

body – especially my hands as they guided the fabric – and to engage consciously with my 
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typically whirring mind; many of the bags were created while I was practicing noting techniques, 

which is a meditative practice involving the gentle identification of thoughts or feelings as they 

come up naturally during a situation in which one is engaging with mindfulness practice, without 

attaching a negative or positive reaction to them – it is essentially active recognition of a thought 

as a thought or a feeling as a feeling, as a way to look inward in a more neutral way than is 

typically done with individual’s continuous engagement with their internal dialogue. Through the 

physical realization of this project, I was forced to make use of the healing strategies I was 

sharing with others and was in such desperate need for myself.    

 Throughout the process, stemming from fears I kept repeating during its conception and 

ideation phase, I was especially worried that the hand-made and emotional nature of the kits 

would turn off folks from accessing their help; fundamentally, I worried that the help which I 

was offering was entirely ineffective. I told myself, maybe the reason there aren’t many mental 

health survival kits is because when people are trying to survive crisis, they just need physical 

support, or that maybe my methods of promoting healing weren’t effective enough to warrant 

sharing them with other people; I could write and endless list of the worries, self-doubt, and fears 

that mingled with me and this project. 

 Fundamentally, I proved myself wrong. 

 When struggling with my own breathing, even though not always wildfire related, I 

found myself turning to the advice in these kits, especially the meditation practice I built, and 

through the invitation that this project provided me with – even though I was internally resistant 

to some of the suggested activities that I am certain are helpful – I was able to access their 

healing without even having to choose to do so. Ultimately, these kits do help people – I know 

that for certain, because they have helped me.  
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 The web of connections and the way this extended out into the community was 

invigorating, and I’m thankful for any small permanent or nonpermanent positive impact that this 

project has already had on the Portland area. In looking towards the future, I will continue to 

create more bags as the state is anticipating the formal start of the wildfire season; for 

distribution, most of it is done by me and I am prepared to continue on that path – the exhibition 

space served as the start of distribution into the community, and I plan to work with emergency 

shelters for evacuees and provide these supplies to them. I have also since been in contact with 

many wildfire survival kit creators through various Facebook groups – which I have since 

discovered is a surprisingly poignant avenue for collaboration and distribution in the Pacific 

Northwest especially.  

 I am also making and publishing a website with contact information for obtaining the kits 

locally, as well as creating instructions and providing resources for folks to create these kits on 

their own – they generally are not difficult to make, and I will be providing the zines as digital 

resources for folks freely. To dream big, there is immense opportunity for collaboration with this 

project – I will be looking more into receiving grant funding to continue to fund this project, and 

while my efforts in my last two semesters to reach out to collaborators weren’t successful, I 

certainly haven’t given up on that aspect and will continue to research and reach out to 

organizations or groups who might be interested in supporting this effort. This project will 

continue as an individual effort to provide resources to the communities around me to increase 

resilience in the face of continually worsening fire seasons. 

 Unlike typical wildfires, Megafires cause an extreme loss of resilience and ecological 

community, and unlike typical survival kits, these Wildfire Survival Kits provide physical and 

mental aid through the offering of gifts and the encouragement of a louder crescendo and 
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resonate amplification of healing throughout an ecological community. I found great strength 

and grounding in the act of creating a work using my own body and environment as guidance for 

understanding how I can provide aid and encourage personal connections with one’s ecological 

community; this work offers strategies for communicating and extending access to an amplified 

process of healing through engagement with post-fire spaces. In translating my own experience 

into a positive collection of supportive objects and information as a guide gifted to others 

without cost, I am offering healing strategies within the throws of fiery Climate Crises to better 

allow communities to cultivate a greater capacity to key into the systematic natural ecologies 

which accelerate healing and kindle regrowth in all beings. 
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Madison Brooke-Willbanks 

Oral Defense 

 

 Hello everyone, and welcome to my thesis. I want to thank you all for coming to my 

defense! My name is Madison, I am a photographer and a scientist, and I’m excited to share 

more about my thesis work with you all.  

 The 2020 wildfire season led to near-uninhabitable air quality in the Portland Metro area; 

in addition to a raging global pandemic which effected respiratory capability, we were forced to 

hunker down in our homes, in an attempt to simply survive. Those of us with existing respiratory 

issues – who were already worn from the daily exertion forced on us, during the height of the 

pre-vaccine Covid-19 pandemic – we were made especially ill and debilitated by this Climate 

Crisis. 

 When the smoke from the Bootleg Fire began entering my home, I became extremely 

sick; at the time, I was already struggling with a difficult flare up from my moderate-severe 

uncontrolled asthma, and this was only exasperated tenfold by the toxic smoke from the Bootleg 

Fire, which was entering and exiting my body consistently for over a week. I remember trying to 

sleep and trying to breathe; I remember feeling helpless, ill, and drowning in anxiety, fear, and 

anger. I remember laying in front of my air purifier, hoping that that would be enough and 

having no idea how to survive this kind of crisis, which has become a yearly occurrence in my 

life. 
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 When devising my thesis, the aspect that was most important to me was to create 

something that would tangibly be able to help people and communities. I was especially 

motivated to enter a sphere of social practice with my artwork, which is something I have always 

wanted to do, but struggled with immensely, mostly due to way too much social anxiety. For my 

entire art career, I have been incredibly inspired, and passionate about the magnificent eco-

activism works of Agnes Denes, Marry Mattingly, Eve Mosher, and many of their peers; for 

thesis, I wanted to make something that was effective, community based, and innovative; I 

needed a method, for sharing the tools I have built and uncovered for increasing personal 

resilience in the face of the Climate Crisis.  

 In the past, much of my work has been explanatory; I’ve made work translating climate 

graphs into illustrations, sculptures simulating deep-sea salt lakes, poster campaigns about air 

quality or the necessity of beavers, and lots, and lots of documentary photography relating to 

contemporary and historical ecological disaster. I take great joy in teaching others ecological 

theory and phenomenon, but with the ways that the response to the Climate Crisis has evolved in 

the past ten years, it became clear very quickly that just showing people what is happening is no 

longer very effective; climate change is mostly common knowledge now, and in order to survive, 

many of us can’t engage with all of the doom and chronic inaction.  

 Early on in my experience here at PNCA, a good friend of mine Renn Simmons told us 

that it is important to “offer medicine with the pain,” when discussing how we make work about 

the Climate Crisis. This work here, is a medicine offering. It is a way to extend and promote 

healing to all of my audience, who in the past I have especially subjected to dystopic climate 

statistics and information.  
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 I have designed and created these Wildfire Survival Kits which aid individuals and 

families faced with evacuation, fire, and smoke. With a focus on mental health, and a facilitation 

of healing alongside one’s environment, they are unlike typical survival kits - which often 

include food, water, and objects that support physical survival. My survival kits exist as blue 

cyanotyped drawstring bags, containing a distinctive collection of physical objects that support 

mental health: a beeswax candle, a pouch with activated charcoal, wildflower seeds, thieves’ oil, 

and a collection of four zines. 

 The zines are packaged together with a scrap cyanotype fabric ribbon and are organized 

in this order: a list of contents, meditation, aiding others, and first returners. The meditation zine 

serves as a guide for an individual in immediate crisis; in particular, I have developed a 

technique, built upon other physical mindfulness practices for meditation during respiratory 

distress caused by smoke, fire, and panic. It invites use of the beeswax candle, thieves’ oil, and 

activated charcoal. It focuses on physical sensation, the senses, and grounding oneself in a space. 

I have had my own meditation practice for a long while now, and, as someone who often 

struggles to breathe, this has been a really exciting and useful technique to have come out of this 

project.  

 The community aid zine serves as a next step in healing; it makes it clear that reaching 

the point of being able to assist others is not always possible and provides a guide for various 

actions ranging from minimal effort to a more robust one. Focusing on immediate households, 

neighbors, and other-than-human neighbors, this zine encourages viewers to extend and continue 

an active cycle of healing in a more external state; personally, I have found great healing in the 

aiding of others when I can in crisis, so that is my intentionality and reasoning for including it in 

these kits.  
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 The final zine is one of recovery; it is for a post or end crisis stage of regrowth.  

 This zine includes guided activities for engaging with the regrowth process of a post-fire 

space, such as a checklist for noticing and greeting returning species – organized by varying 

degrees of time it takes for each to return. It gently makes a viewer aware of the recovery process 

of forests after fire, in order to encourage them to actively engage with that process, as a method 

of healing oneself and the spaces around them. The First Returners Zine is borrowing from 

Ecopsychology, a theory which explores how engagement with wild spaces increases health, 

reduces stress, and promotes collective, communitive healing between humans and other-than-

human species.  

 In this exhibition space around us, guiding the viewer through a space was a primary goal 

with this installation; it features individual movement in a spiral path, mimicking the motif seen 

in the zines which references fiddleheads, which are the regrowth of ferns, and are some of the 

first returning species after wildfire. Physically here, are Sword and Bracken ferns from the 

Tillamook Forest, and some accompanying fiddleheads, because it is their season right now; I 

really wanted the smell of the plants to be present, and their physical presence is a not-so-subtle 

reminder that this exhibition is a reference to the recovery process. 

 My intent was the guide folks through a metaphor for the cyclical process of wildfire; 

upon entering the space, you enter through a small threshold and are confronted with a 

deteriorated fiery print, and then turn to see another surrounding you. On the next step in this 

path, the kits begin to be used and intercept the crisis; you are invited to breathe and be aware of 

your body, or even try the whole meditation technique while sitting down with the kits 

themselves. At the center of my fiddlehead spiral, there are three tables draped with cyanotyped 

bedsheets which showcase and support the survival kits and their contents. The viewer is invited 
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to sit in the middle of this crisis, and to heal and consider how these kits could be utilized and 

explored.  

 On the back of the dividing wall, I share prints from the zines about aiding others during 

wildfire or evacuation; they are placed within the center of the fiddlehead spiral, but close to the 

outer edge, as they are only suggestions rather than instructions, and it was important for me to 

acknowledge that those actions are not always accessible to people; they are just always there. 

As you begin to exit the installation, you encounter the first returners before and after the exit 

threshold, which was a very important decision for me, as regrowth begins well before a fire is 

over and continues well past it. At the exit of the exhibition, there are kits which I invite folks to 

take with them, as a continuation of this process of recovery outside of this isolated gallery room.  

 I want to speak in depth about the processes I used to create this work, as they became 

more vital to it than I ever really expected. In deciding how the kit contents will be contained, I 

considered ease of transport and soothing visual qualities as vital aspects of their effectiveness; 

when reflecting on how one could soothe another in a period of dry, smokey, fiery climate and 

evacuation, I leaned upon the photographic medium of cyanotype. Cyanotype is an old 

photographic process with roots in science and ecological documentation, in which you create a 

liquid emulsion that slowly reacts to UV light. 

 Because of its processual relationship to the elements of Air and Water, I am deeply 

drawn to the act of creating an object using Oregon’s Rain to dictate the mark-making of the 

container; the process further references my own photographic background, and produces a 

variety of blue tones, which psychologically and culturally activates feelings of home and safety, 

while also making use of the reference to water as a lozenge for fiery scenarios. Plus, cyanotype 
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is great because it means I get to make work outside, so maybe that decision was a little selfish 

as well.  

 Cyanotype is a process that can be used on any porous absorptive material – in choosing 

fabric as my material, I created sewn bags in order to bolster the ease transport as a part of an 

emergency preparation system. The bag is soft, malleable, and easy to fit within backpacks or 

luggage in the event of a planned evacuation – they are similar to a typical to-go-bag in shape 

and functionality, with the main difference manifesting as their drawstring closure, and their fire-

proof quality, created by applying a coat of fire retardant on the outside of each bag.  

 I had initial intentions to create a stenciled design to mark-make on the fabric, but 

through experimenting with Wind, folds, draping, and Rain, I have found that it is more effective 

to work with the material and conditions to mark-make instead. By exposing the fabric in 

collaboration with Rain and wind (and the previous lives of the fabric seen in creases, tears, and 

stains that could not be laundered away; I promise you guys that I washed the bedsheets a ton!) I 

am able to imbue these cyclical memories of Rain, Sun, and usage into the objects themselves. In 

holding, unwrapping, and keeping space for these kits, a viewer will be unconsciously creating 

space to remember the Rain; I designed the kits to serve as an extension of its nourishing ability 

outside of the waning watery seasons.   

 There is a large variance between the visual qualities of each bag; in working daily in 

Oregon’s spring, the weather almost entirely dictates the hue, saturation, tone, and contrast. The 

bags made on sunnier days are a rich, deep blue, which is broken up by unexposed white streaks 

created by the Wind and the folds in the fabric; they remind me of water reflecting light on a 

sunny but windy day, or of non-spiral tie-dye patterns. Lain flat on a wooden porch, they are 

mostly protected from the Wind, but on particularly breezy days the fabric has been assisted by 
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rocks, and are rippled and stirred from wind underneath. Some pieces have been moved 

dramatically by the wind by surprise, which results in geometric creases and soft spidery folds 

left in the un-and-under-exposed fabric.  

 On rainy days, the saturation is much lighter; Water falls from a tall cherry tree above my 

porch into the threads of the fabric, diluting the now damp cyanotype coating, and reducing areas 

of exposure wherever the moisture meanders. In these conditions, I suspend the fabric 

perpendicular to the ground, to allow the fabric to drain and not become waterlogged and 

become entirely white – this greatly increases exposure time, and many of these pieces have been 

re-coated and exposed over multiple rainy days. The fabric is then cut and sewn into small 

drawstring bags – the material for the drawstring ranges from scrap cyanotyped fabric, to torn off 

edges of fitted bedsheets collected while preparing the fabric for exposure. 

 In the exhibition, I also created and featured a process which I call ‘lye prints.’ 

Borrowing from the print manipulation strategies of Matthew Brandt and Blue Mitchell, I 

selected three photographs from my collection of wildfire related documentation work, had them 

printed through the color darkroom process known as chromogenic printing (also known as c-

prints,) and soaked them face down in lye for a few days. Lye is one of the most alkaline 

chemical substances available, with a pH of 13 (on a 0-14 scale) and is made from a chemical 

reaction that occurs when boiling Water comes into contact with wood ash. 

 After the largest flames of the Bootleg Fire were contained and the smoke had subsided 

enough, I drove into the burn zone around Estacada, Oregon, to collect ash from the active Fire. 

While driving on ashy pavement through a black and simmering forest, I came across a clearing 

which housed robust piles of ash. I hypothesized that it had been dumped there, as a part of a 
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road clearing effort to allow firefighters easier access into the Clackamas forests, and it was a 

surreal bounty of smoldering material. 

 With us, we had brought a gallon water-bottle as an attempt to help any flames we might 

come across, and in this field, we doused smoking craters, and wept for the burnt Elk vertebrae 

which we buried near a patch of already green newborn Horsetail, which is an ancient Proto-Fern 

who dominated Forests five-hundred-million years ago. I hope that the two Companions aid each 

other in this equally ancient process of regrowth.  

 Prior to initiating this post-print manipulation process, I was aware of the effect of 

alkaline substances on c-prints from experiments I had done with bleach and Water from Bull 

Run. In Matthew Brandt’s Lakes and Reservoirs project, he soaked c-prints in lake water to 

achieve their vibrant melting appearance; while the details of his processes are kept secret from 

us, we assumed that the alkalinity that occurs in damaged Watersheds, was the leading cause of 

the physical disruption of pigment.  

 I confirmed this with my experiments with bleach, and when the alkaline nature of lye 

made from wood ash was unveiled to me, I was instantly certain that disrupting photographs of 

historical and contemporary wildfire sites using ash from Wildfires themselves was the direction 

that my practice needed to head in. I have made a prior body of work using the ashes from the 

Bootleg fire; I was left with one white trash-bag full of ash, charcoal, and dirt prior to creating 

the prints in this exhibition. I am incredibly thankful to my past self for saving the leftover 

supplies, as the physical connection of this work to the Bootleg fire which inspired it, is a key 

emotional facet of this work’s impact and indirect communication of these extremely personal 

experiences. 
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 As for the zines, this was a newer process for me, and one that I was very excited about, 

because small publications and self-publishing information in these small packages is a really 

exciting process and also an extreme challenge for myself personally, as I’m generally a very 

wordy person. Zines as a medium allows us to design small, intimate packages of visual and text-

based information; its constraints in size and page count helped my advice form into succinct 

packages, which better serve my intention to communicate effectively. 

 The zines allow me to not overwhelm the viewer, and to instead offer calm, reasonable 

advice, without getting lost in a jumble of words and paragraphs. I entered the zines inspired by 

those strange little US forest service takeaways that they have at ranger stations – the first 

returners zine is actually a translation of one of those into a more emotional communicative 

space.  

 This entire thesis process was exciting new method of making, that is a great culmination 

of the techniques and mediums that I have discovered, built, copied, and interrogated. In 

particular, a quality that I really struggled with throughout this process was the handmade aspect; 

as you can see, the bags and zines all vary a bit, and some of them are really funky, which is my 

polite way of saying, ‘there are absolutely construction abnormalities in some of these kits.’  

 I spent a lot of time early in the semester putting off producing these contents because of 

how worried I was that they would be unprofessional, but eventually I began to really enjoy the 

handmade aspect that was present – to me, it feels like a reminder of the labor and love that went 

into every single bag and zine, and for those of you who take home a bag, and find that you got 

one of the extra funky zines that got cut down wrong, please know that those zines were loved; it 

became important to me to not waste so much paper and ink, so I made the choice to include the 

more wacky ones as long as they were still legible. The bags themselves also vary vastly in size 
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and shape, as I was dictated by the dimensions of my fabric rather than sticking to a super 

consistent pattern. 

 What surprised me the most about this project, was just how healing the whole process 

would be for myself personally. Its been a really crappy couple of years for most of us, and at the 

start of thesis I experienced a very bad breakup of a relationship I had been in since I was 16, my 

physical health was deteriorating rapidly because of my asthma, which was especially hard for 

me as I was not at all prepared for existing in college with such an intense physical hinderance 

and chronic pain, and in the middle of thesis my young cat Merry was diagnosed with intestinal 

cancer, which, thankfully, has been okay for a few months now. Not to mention, my mental 

health was an extra intense struggle these past two semesters, mostly due to covid and the 

significantly less time I was spending outside because of it.  

 This project was really, really healing for me. I had a note in my studio – well, I had 

many notes that Rachel made me put up, so thank you Rachel – that reminded me to sew a bag 

whenever I was feeling impossibly overwhelmed, because sewing was like meditating, and a 

similar headspace happened during the folding of the zines as well. In having to process the 

cyanotype outside in all sorts of weather – I managed to get some during the snow we had a few 

weeks ago which was really cool – that time spent outside was invaluable, and by the end of this 

process I was writing and creating outside as much as possible. A lot of this talk was written 

outside, and I hope some of that happiness has come through in some of my words here.  

 And to be honest, throughout the process, I was especially worried that the hand-made 

and emotional nature of the kits would turn off folks from accessing their help; fundamentally, I 

worried that the help I was offering was actually entirely ineffective. After all, I thought that 
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maybe the reason there aren’t many mental health survival kits is because when people are trying 

to survive crisis, they just need physical support.  

 But through the creation of this content, I proved myself wrong. When struggling with 

my own breathing, even though not always wildfire related, I found myself turning to the advice 

in these kits, especially the meditation practice I built.  

 Ultimately, these kits DO help people – I know that for certain, because they have helped 

me.  

 In looking back on this project, I was really excited by the web of connections that it built 

and possesses. The idea begins with the Bootleg fire, which is physically imbued in the prints 

around us; the bags contain years of memories from my own childhood and household, and 

physically contain the rain, sun, and air of the Oregon’s spring. The contents relate us to Portland 

Beeswax Candle company, a small shop that sells its candles on Esty, which sources its beeswax 

from local bee farmers using the special Portland breed of honeybees, who pollenate the 

wildflowers of the High Country Gardens, who grew and provided the seeds in these kits. The 

thieves oil connects us to an herbal shop on Mississippi, who’s herbs are also pollenated by 

Portland bees. The prints reach us down to LA and their shared west coast ecosystem and 

watersheds, and the exhibition features ferns from Tillamook which will be replanted in my local 

community who is focused on landscaping with more native plants.  

 The web of connections and the way this extended out into the community is really 

invigorating, and I’m thankful for any small permanent or nonpermanent positive impact that this 

project has already had. In looking towards the future, I have it planned to continue making more 

bags as we gear up for the proper start of the wildfire season; for distribution, most of it is done 
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by me and I’m prepared to continue on that path – this space, serves as the start of distribution 

into the community, and I plan to work with emergency shelters for evacuees and provide these 

supplies to them.  

 This summer, I will also be making and publishing a website with contact information for 

obtaining the kits locally, as well as creating instructions and providing resources for folks to 

create these kits on their own – they’re generally not difficult to make, and I will be providing 

the zines as digital resources for folks freely. Plus, encouraging folks to create more abstractly 

and elementally with cyanotype is really cool, I think. Most people just encounter cyantoypes as 

kids at camp or in art classes.  

 

 To dream big, there is immense opportunity for collaboration with this project – I will be 

looking more into receiving grant funding to continue to fund this project, and while my efforts 

these past two semesters to reach out to collaborators weren’t successful, I certainly haven’t 

given up on that aspect, and will continue to research and reach out to organizations or groups 

who might be interested in supporting this effort. At the very least, this will continue as an 

individual effort to provide resources to the communities around me to increase resilience in the 

face of continually worsening fire seasons.  

 Unlike with typical wildfire, megafires cause an extreme loss of resilience in a space and 

community; ecologically, this loss of resilience stems into the human world as our capacity for 

surviving crisis in a way which leaves us able to consider and work towards climate solutions 

deteriorates with each coming and worsening crisis. With these kits, I am aiding others to build 

and restore emotional and physical resilience during and after a wildfire event; by facilitating 
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healing, I am creating pathways for individuals to re-connect with their growing environment 

which had become violent and hostile, and to allow people greater capacity to key into the 

systematic natural ecologies which accelerate healing and kindle regrowth in all beings.  

 

 I want to thank everyone here for coming to see my thesis and defense, it means a lot, I 

was really scared that no one would show up! And I want to especially thank my mentor Rachel 

for all of the wonderful tangents we went on together and for all of her robust emotional and 

physical support throughout this entire semester – I will be taking some of those notes you made 

me tape up in my studio with me into whatever space my next studio ends up as. I also want to 

thank my parents who are here today, sorry for making you cut 120 pieces of paper down with 

your paper cutter, and thank you for all of your support especially in this past week in particular. 

I sent them out on a wild adventure to bring me back some ferns from the forest, and without you 

this would not have manifested in such a beautiful way.  

 And thank you to everyone here and anyone who takes a kit back home with them; I hope 

it helps you through life and crisis, and that it brings some comfort and healing to whatever space 

it lives in.  
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